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ABSTRACT 

Current solutions for the control of active upper-limb prostheses are mostly based on 

EMG signals acquisition and processing and on electronic switches. Even though efficient for 

most clinical cases, these solutions can be unsatisfactorily for the control of prostheses with 

multiple joints. Voice-control can be a possible solution for these clinical cases. The aims of 

this work were therefore 1) to identify a non-redundant vocabulary for the voice-control of an 

active upper-limb prosthesis, by maximising the recognition performances of the voice 

controller VR-STAMP (Sensory Inc., Sunnyvale California), and 2) to integrate the VR-

STAMP with a prosthesis controller. A non-redundant vocabulary was identified comprising 

26 words. The vocabulary was tested on 16 subjects, reporting no statistically significant 

differences between words recognition. The median number of recognitions per word per 

subject was 10/10 with an interquartile distance of 1. For the development of the voice-

controlled prosthesis, a firmware for the VR-STAMP was firstly developed; then, the VR-

STAMP was interfaced via serial-port with the prosthesis controller CLC2000 developed and 

commonly used by the INAIL Prostheses Centre. 

  

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The INAIL Prostheses Centre is active since the ‘60s in the development of new solutions 

for the control of active upper-limb prostheses. The two most common solutions currently 

available for the control are based on 1) EMG sensors positioned over muscles of the residual 

arm, and on 2) the use of switches which can be pushed by the amputee using bony 

prominences or residual fingers. In both cases, a central unit activates the right motor of the 

prosthesis, based on the input signals and on a specific control strategy. Even though these 

two solutions can accommodate for the great majority of clinical cases, in some situations 

they are not satisfactorily, e.g. 1) for amputees with non functional stamps or with 

interscapulothoracic amputations, or 2) when multiple-joints prostheses are provided (e.g. 

with 5 degrees-of-freedom) [1], since the selection cycle of the motors would be too time-

consuming. In these cases, a possible solution is represented by a voice-control device which, 
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interacting with the amputee via a throat microphone [2], allows 1) the actuation of the 

prosthesis to accomplish both single and multi-joint tasks or 2) the direct selection of a 

specific motor, reducing the selection time. 

The aims of this work were therefore to: 1) conceive a redundant vocabulary (RV) of 

instructions for the control of a multi-joint prosthesis; 2) based on the RV, identify a non-

redundant vocabulary (NRV) by maximizing the recognition performances of the 

commercially available VR-STAMP voice-control device (Sensory Inc., USA); 3) analyze the 

performances of the VR-STAMP on the whole NRV; 4) develop a prototype of voice-

controller based on VR-STAMP, to be integrated with the INAIL prostheses controller 

CLC2000. 

 

2.  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Devices and Subjects 

In this work the VR-STAMP module was used as voice controller. VR-STAMP is based 

on the RSC4128 chip (Sensory Inc., USA) and can implement both Speaker Dependent (SD) 

and Speaker Independent (SI) solutions for voice recognition. In this work, the module was 

used in the SD solution, since this is the most inexpensive (about 1/10 of the SI). In the SD 

solution, the chip must be trained in the recognition of the whole set of words the chip will 

have to recognize at run-time. The training must be performed by the final user of the device. 

For the tests, VR-STAMP was mounted on an EASY VR-STAMP development board 

(Mikroelecttronica, www.mikroe.com), and 16 subject participated in the experiment (22-60 

years, 66% male, 33% female). During all tests, subjects we asked to speak with a firm 

intonation. All experiments were performed with a throat microphone T05Plus (Midland 

Radio Corporation Inc., USA) which proved to be less sensitive to environmental noises [2].  

 

2.2  Formulation of a redundant vocabulary 

The RV is presented in table 1 and consists of 36 words. It was conceived considering its 

final use that is the control of a prosthesis with at most an active shoulder, elbow, wrist and 

hand. Words were therefore selected to be representative of the joints of the prosthesis and/or 

of the actions the prosthesis has to execute. In the RV, 4 groups of words can be identified: to 

enter or exit the active prosthesis control modality, for activate a specific motion of a joint, for 

the cartesian control, and to perform ADLs.  
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Italian English Italian English Italian English Italian English Italian English 

Protesi Prosthesis Fletti Flex Alza Up Basso Low Riposo Stand 
Braccio     Arm Estendi Extend Eleva Elevate Avanti Forward Telefonare To phone 

Fine End Intra Intra Abbassa Down Indietro Backward   

Esci Exit Interno Internal Ferma Alt Destra Right   

Apri Open Mediale Medial Stop Stop Sinistra Left   

Chiudi Close Extra Extra Raggiungi Reach Mangiare Eat   

Prona Prone Esterno External Alto Height Bere Drink   

Supina Supine Laterale Lateral Medio Medium Cammino Walk   

Table 1. RV with in bold the first type of redundancies, in italic the second type of redundancies and underlined 
the final NRV. 
 

2.3  Identification of the NRV 

In table 1, two types of redundancies are presented. Specifically, in bold are reported three 

couples of words describing the same action: external & internal, intra & extra, medial & 

lateral. Since words describing opposite actions in each couple sounds very similar, the 

criteria used to define the best couple was based on the number of false-positive recognized 

by VR-STAMP. In other words, the best couple was the one with the smallest number of 

false-positive recognized by VR-STAMP. The second type of redundancy is reported in italic, 

consisting of words with the same meaning, e.g. “arm” and “prosthesis”. In this case, the 

redundancy was eliminated by checking the word with the highest rate of true-positive 

recognitions. To eliminate both types of redundancies, Kruskal-Wallis tests (alfa=0.05) were 

performed on the data obtained from the 16 subjects, who repeated each word 10 times. 

 

2.4  Performances of VR-STAMP for the NRV 

The same 16 subjects described in 2.3, also participated in the experiment to establish the 

performances of VR-STAMP for the selected NRV. In particular, the 16 subjects repeated 10 

times each word of the NRV. The Kruskal-Wallis test was used to evaluate differences in the 

number of errors (non-recognized words) between the subjects. Moreover, we analyzed the 

number of errors between the words, to identify those words particularly critical.  

 

2.5  Development of the prototype  

In order to host all the electronics on a prosthesis, the EASY VR-STAMP cannot not be 

used due to its size (225mmx185mm). A smaller electronic board (55mmx35mm) was 

therefore developed to host VR-STAMP and the minimal electronic components needed. 

Then, a firmware was developed for VR-STAMP, which allows 1) both the training and the 

real-time recognition of the NRV or a subset of its words suitable for prostheses with less than 

5 joints.  Finally, the firmware of the prosthesis controller CLC2000 was modified to receive, 

via UART connection, the commands from the voice controller.  
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3.  RESULTS  

Among the redundancies, the “internal & external” couple collected the highest amount of 

false-positives (median over subjects=8/20; Inter-Quartile Distance=9.5; 20 coming from: 2 

words * 10 repetitions), with statistically significant differences with respect to “intra & 

extra” (median=0/20;  IQD=1.5) and “medial & lateral” (median=0/20; IQD=1). No 

differences were found between the last two couples. As “intra & extra” is shorter and the 

most common, we chose this latter. Among all the other redundancies, the only one which 

showed as statistically significant difference was between the italian “Stop” & “Ferma” 

(p<0.01). “Ferma” was then selected (median=10/10; IQD=0; 2 outliers at 7/10). For the other 

couples with no statistically significant differences, the most common was chosen.  

From the tests of the NRV, no statistically significant differences were observed among 

the words (p=.4870), with an overall median recognition of 10/10, IQD=1. Four subjects were 

found significantly different from the other 14. Nevertheless, they were characterized by good 

recognition scores, with median values between 9 and 10, with IQD of 2. 

 

4.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of this work was to define a non redundant vocabulary suitable for the voice 

control of a multi-joint upper-limb prosthesis. The vocabulary identified comprises 26 words, 

which can be reduced to 9 if a prosthesis with just elbow, hand and wrist is considered. The 

performance assessment of the voice-control device on the 26 words confirmed its high 

accuracy, with a median value of 10 and an IQD of 1. Moreover, the performances were 

consistent among subjects, with the worst results for 4 subjects still greatly acceptable (value 

of each between 9 and 10, with IQD of 2). However, even if the results appears very 

promising, during the tests a critical aspect was the voice intonation. This was the reason why 

we asked subjects to pronounce the words firmly. The problem with voice intonation can be 

drawn back to the SD solution. As an alternative, in the future the SI solution will be 

evaluated. Concerning the prosthesis on-board voice-control prototype, this has already been 

tested in laboratory conditions and will soon move to the first clinical trial. 
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